Targeting the Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) Pathway in Drug Discovery. Potential Applications to New Therapies for Chronic Pain.
The neurotrophin nerve growth factor (NGF) has been implicated as a key mediator of chronic pain. NGF binds the tropomysin receptor kinase A (TrkA) and p75, resulting in the activation of downstream signaling pathways that have been linked to pro-nociception. While anti-NGF antibodies have demonstrated analgesia both preclinically and in patients, the mechanism of action of these agents remains unclear. We describe ligands targeting NGF, its receptors, and downstream/related targets. This Perspective highlights large and small molecule approaches to targeting the NGF-TrkA pathway both extra- and intracellularly. In addition, we present a strategic framework for future drug discovery efforts in this pathway beyond the targeting of NGF or its receptors. While existing tools have greatly informed NGF-mediated signaling, ongoing and future pathway research may help focus new drug discovery efforts on key novel targets and mechanisms. This may result in highly differentiated therapeutics with greater efficacy and/or improved safety profiles.